Kelly & Sean

Hi, we are Kelly & Sean, We admire your courage in considering
an adoption plan for your child and want to thank you for taking
the time to read our letter!
We see adoption as a beautiful gift and we are humbled and
honored that you would consider placing your child with us.
With this letter and pictures, we hope you will get a sense of
who we are, the loving, fun, and secure environment we will
provide and that these words give you added strength and comfort with your decision.

About us:

We met 15 years ago while playing softball and immediately became fast friends. Over the next couple of

months we were constantly running into each other via our mutual friends
and quickly realized there was more to us than just a friendship and as such
we just celebrated our 10 year wedding anniversary!!!
We love doing things together and have more in common than not. We also
value our alone time and believe that being able to be ourselves is the key
to our marriage success.
We were both born and raised in California, have spent time living in other
states, though California will always be home to us. We spend most of our
time being active outdoors, traveling, playing sports and visiting with family
and friends.

Date night selfie

We feel extremely lucky with our lives thus far and are blessed to have each
other as best friends, confidants and partners in the journey of life, but we have always dreamt of having a child to
complete our family. Our experience with infertility and IVF has only strengthened our desire to provide a child with
the same kind of love and nurturing family environment that we both had as children.

A word about Kelly from Sean: Kelly is my best friend, and the woman that I
am lucky to call my wife. Kelly comes from a very large and loving family.
Kel is beautiful, smart, funny and athletic. She has been a great inspiration
to me and will be a great role model for our child. She is a very kind,
nurturing and loving person and I dream of the day she is holding the child
who will call her mom.

A word about Sean from Kelly: Sean is a wonderful, amazing, caring and fun
loving man. He lights up a room just by entering it and loves to make
heads turn with his bright clothing or his platinum hair! He is extremely
self confident and has shown me that no matter how big the obstacle, if
you set your mind to accomplish it you will! He loves to teach, no matter
what the subject, and is always there to listen and lend support and
guidance along the way. I look forward to the day when I get to see him
interact with our child as I know he will make an amazing dad!

Snoopy is Kelly’s favorite childhood character!

What is important to us…
Family: Family is first and foremost to us! We believe that having
strong family support is imperative to providing a loving, caring, and
safe environment for a child. We are very close to our family and
extended family which includes many Aunts, Uncles, Cousins, Parents
Grandparents & Great Grandparents. We are always doing some sort of
family activity whether it be going to a cousin’s birthday party,
celebrating a holiday, or just visiting at a backyard BBQ to watch a football game!

Celebrating the Holidays with family

Our family and friends are extremely supportive of us adopting and with so many family
members close by to support us, I have no doubt there will be plenty of “pointers” along the
way!!
In addition to our large family, we have one very special family member—our dog Bella! She is
just as excited as we are to welcome a new member to the family and can’t wait to celebrate
their birthdays as well!

Parenting Philosophy:

Our Philosophy on parenting is very simple; provide a loving and safe

environment that encourages a child to grow. We believe that kids should be allowed to be
kids! They should play outside, have sleepovers, fill a room with laughter and dream as high as the sky. We believe
that the best way to learn is by doing, so we will encourage them to try everything from reading new books, to playing
a musical instrument, to doing ballet and playing sports—Though in the end it’s their decision and we will encourage
them to be themselves and support them in whatever direction their dreams take them!
We believe that children need the opportunity to experience other cultures and people and given our joint passion for
travel we’ll be sure to expose them to as many as we can along the way.

Education: We believe that education is a key element to life’s success! We see education starting very early with the
first drawings to proudly display on the fridge, to the days of struggling with Algebra, and through the joys of going off
to college. We believe that having an advanced degree is imperative and we will promote the importance of education
every step of the way.

Experiencing Life: We are very active people and always on the go. Whether it is going on a bike ride, playing golf,
exploring wine country, taking in a sporting event or just spending time with friends and family we are always doing
something that revolves around experiencing life! Sean in particular enjoys to swimming and playing volleyball, while
Kelly loves country music, going to concerts, cooking and golfing.
We look forward to continuing our travels and sharing the world with our child.

Enjoying a day in Santa Cruz

We love our Giants!

A little rain won’t stop us!

Exploring local wineries

Our Home & Finances: We live in a very respectable suburban community in the
San Francisco Bay Area. It’s the same neighborhood that Kelly grew up in. In
fact we live two blocks away from her parents!! Our home is in a neighborhood
known for its schools and having a small community feel so there will be no
shortage of kids in the area and plenty of opportunity to play.
We both have successful careers in the technology industry so we are up on all
the new gadgets that children require. We live very comfortably and would be
considered upper middle class from a financial perspective. We save our money
wisely, spend mostly on experiences rather than things and have a solid
investment plan which includes paying for our child’s college education.

Our views on Religion: While we don't attend church on a regular basis, we both
believe in God, consider ourselves Christian and believe that living in a manner
that shows kindness and respect to others is more important than making sure
we attend church every Sunday. We plan to raise our child to believe in God, but will also allow them to find their own
way with respect to religion and will support whatever faith they chose.

Some specifics: Hopefully this letter and our pictures have given you an idea of who we are, how we live, and what we
look like, but just in case you are wondering about the specifics here they are — Kelly is 44 years old, 5’4” with hazel
eyes. Sean is 46 years old, 6’1” with blue eyes. We are both non-smokers, very active and in good health.

In Closing: Thank you again for considering an adoption plan and for your willingness to help us create the family of
our dreams! Our hearts are wide open and ready for a child (or two!) to join our lives and we are willing to be as much
a part of your pregnancy as you are comfortable allowing us to be.
If you would like to get to know us better, please contact Doug Donnelly at 1-800-350-5683 or email
doug@adoptionlawfirm.com

